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Discover our

Milanese House
                            

        

        

    

  

Discover more
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                                    HOME

                                                                        Thanks to its profound technical know-how, Lema has been able to specialise in modular systems tailored to living areas and bedrooms, while expanding the range of home furnishings with seats, upholstered furniture, tables, storage units, beds and accessories
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                                    CONTRACT

                                                                        Turnkey solutions for large residential developments. A company division specialized in the development of major projects able to design and implement bespoke proposals for the world of the Hospitality, Multi-Apartment, Residential and Retail sectors
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                                    ATELIER

                                                                        Limitless customization for residential projects dedicated to LEMA’s partners
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      STORE LOCATOR

      Find the store near you

      
        
        
        
        
        
      

  

  
      
    
	        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Dealer
						  
SPECHTENHAUSER GMBH & CO KG

4 SCHEUCHENSTUELGASSE

6020 INNSBRUCK TIROL


						

												
																			Contact:
							+43 51222020

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Monday - Thursday
8.00 - 12.00 | 13.00 - 17.00
																	Friday 8.00 - 12.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Dealer
						  
HLB HOME INTERIOR

416 A CHAUSSÉE DE LILLE

7501 TOURNAI-ORCQ HAINAUT


						

												
																			Contact:
							+32 69 844202

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Tuesday - Saturday
9.00 - 12.00 | 13.30 - 18.30
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Corner Store
						  
LUXOR INTERIEUR

9B INDUSTRIELAAN

9990 MALDEGEM OOST-VLAANDEREN


						

												
																			Contact:
							+32 50 718225

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Tuesday - Saturday
11.00 - 18.00
																	Sunday 14.00 - 18.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Corner Store
						  
BURO BELGIUM

107 TORHOUTSESTEENWEG

8210 ZEDELGEM WEST VLAANDEREN


						

												
																			Contact:
							+32 50833583

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Monday - Saturday
13.30 - 18.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Dealer
						  
FEELATHOME

15 - 17 STATIONSSTRAAT

3191 BOORTMEERBEEK VLAAMS-BRABANT


						

												
																			Contact:
							+32 15512339

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Monday 10.00 - 18.00
																	Friday - Saturday 10.00 - 18.00
																	Sunday 13.00 - 18.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Dealer
						  
EURO CONCEPTS

8687 MELROSE AVENUE, SUITE B124

90069 WEST HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA


						

												
																			Contact:
							+1 310-652-3472

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Monday - Friday 
9.00 - 17.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Dealer
						  
SEDEM – 197 DESIGN

197 AVENUE DE STRASBOURG

67170 BRUMATH ALSACE


						

												
																			Contact:
							+33 390295040

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Tuesday - Friday 
09.30 - 12.00 | 14.00 - 19.00
																	Saturday 09.30 - 18.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Dealer
						  
MEUBLES RUMILLAT

9 AVENUE DE L'ÎLE BRUNE

38120 SAINT-EGRÈVE RHÔNE-ALPES


						

												
																			Contact:
							+33 476875593

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Monday 14.00 - 19.00
																	Tuesday - Friday
10.00 - 12.30 | 14.00 - 19.00
																	Saturday 10.00 - 19.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
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						  Flagship Store
						  
LEMA UK

183 KING´S RD

SW3 5EB LONDRA 


						

												
																			Contact:
							+1 9174095207

							[email protected]

												

						
																				

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
                        
                      
                    

                    					
                   

                  

                

                            

						        			            
                
                                        
						
						  Dealer
						  
DESIGN SPACE LONDON

126 WIGMORE STREET

W1U 3RZ MARYLEBONE LONDON


						

												
																			Contact:
							+44 020 7228 8088

							[email protected]

												

						
																						Store Time:
									
																	Monday - Friday 
9.30 - 17.00
																	Saturday - Sunday
10.00 - 16.00
																					

						
							Distance:                            
                        

                    
                      					  
                        
                          Navigation
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                  LULLABY

              

                                      
                  design by

                  
                      Ludovica + Roberto Palomba
                  

              

                      

                            
                                                  
                The bed from the Lullaby collection features clean, essential lines, with a high, imposing headboard with a strong geometric imprint and a soft, enveloping effect, enhanced by its padding. The real innovation concerns the design of the bed frame, the geometry of which draws a light and deliberately airy shape, with a discreet visual impact. The decorative stitching, in continuity with the headboard, completes the harmony of the design.
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              In the version with moveable backs as well as in the one with fixed backs, the multiple styles of Niveaux create compositions that are able to express the youthful and new personality of the sofa, capable of being placed in any space.
            

          

              
                        
              Striking a perfect balance between sophisticated minimalism and expressive impact, the Francis coffee table has an intriguing silhouette that effortlessly fits into living spaces.
            

          

              
                        
              Featuring a high backrest and rounded shape, the Claire lounge chair invites you to sit comfortably, while enjoying a moment of relaxation.
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              With a bold and linear design, Camille by Officinadesign Lema is an upholstered bed with a removable cover and padded headboard, bringing a timeless spirit to any bedroom.
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              Florens is a floor container system comprised of drawers, night tables and seven drawer dressers, all with great capacity, that become part of the bedroom through their discreet charm.
            

          

              
                        
              The mattress’ striking volumes, which contrast with the minimalist simplicity of the base, reduced to a thin sheet floating on the floor, define MyNight bed.
            

          

              
                        
              The Ortis coffee table with a drawer becomes the iconic yet functional accessory for storing and concealing small objects. It is designed to be placed beside a bed, a sofa or an armchair.
            

          

              
                        
              Tarsia is a lounge chair that is rigorous, but at the same time delicate, characterised by the shaped forms of the solid wood frame, whose profile outlines legs and armrest to support the defined volumes of the seat and backrest cushion.
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              Dainelli Studio draws profound inspiration from Leonardo Da Vinci’s flying machines, copying the wooden elements and sails to create unusual combinations for a rigorous elegant piece.
            

          

              
                        
              Andrea Mancuso's poetic style based around playfulness and surprise is at the heart of Oculus, a wall mirror that goes far beyond the boundaries of its main function.
            

          

              
                        
              An elegant object in its discreet aesthetics and innate versatility, Uma gives lightness to the domestic space: perfect whether placed in the bedroom, the living room or the entrance.
            

          

              
                        
              Designed by Ludovica and Roberto Palomba, Top is a simple, cylindrical side table whose pure, minimalist design creates a cult, timeless feel.
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        Discover latest news

        go to subscription page
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                  Virtual tour

              

                                  

                            
                                                  
                DISCOVER THE NEW LAYOUT OF THE ALZATE BRIANZA SHOWROOM

A harmonious dialogue between Lema's past and present as told by Piero Lissoni in the new layout of the company showroom in Alzate Brianza.  Visit all the spaces from the comfort of your home and discover the latest news and the most iconic furnishings.
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                  Virtual tour

              

                                  

                            
                                                  
                SALONE DEL MOBILE 2023

The latest news from Lema are the stars of the new layout.
Just a simple click away from exploring the different areas and discovering all the news!
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                  Lema. Bespoke collections.

              

                                  

                            
                                                  
                Lema is modularity and customisation. 
Collections of bespoke products defined by the combination of the efficiency of hi-tech industry and the expertise of deep, artisanal traditions.
Each product is a unique story, expression of an understated, never ostentatious design approach. We pay the utmost attention to our production techniques and detailing. For homes like bespoke spaces with a focus on maximum comfort              

                                              

              

  

  

  
      
                  
            
            Your browser does not support the video tag.          
              

            
                    
                          

                                                  
                  LEMA UNIVERSE

              

                                  

                            
                                                  
                The story of Lema is a story of Italian manufacturing and an expert combination of innovation and tradition based on the central tenets of quality and customisation. Lema’s success lies with its unrivalled and quintessentially Italian manufacturing expertise, which have allowed the company to harness the technological power and efficiency of a large industrial operation while maintaining a deep, artisanal calling.              
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    22040 ALZATE BRIANZA (CO)

STRADA STATALE BRIANTEA N° 2, C.P. 61

T. +39 031 630990 - P.I. IT 00222090136

WHISTLEBLOWING

COPYRIGHT © LEMA S.P.A. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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